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Please look inside...
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Selfridges, Birmingham is proud
to welcome a new and innovative concept for
vintage fashion...
Located on the 4th floor, Covet provides a discrete service where each client
is assisted in achieving a look with added nostalgic elements through bespoke
services which compliment her lifestyle and personal taste.
She is not only advised, but educated, to ensure the highest level of satisfaction
and accomplishment.
Services include hairstyling, makeup application and lessons in both as well as
manicures and pedicures.
Covet also exclusively stocks Bésame vintage inspired cosmetics and Mavala
nailcare to add those finishing touches to the perfect look.
And all of this takes place in the comfort of a private dressing room where
clients are free to experiment with and explore their personal style through
exquisite vintage fashion and styling.
This combination of expertise and exclusivity, as well as a personable attitude,
is what sets Covet apart.
Covet promotes a multi-era experience through the meticulously hand-picked
collection of vintage clothing and accessories which all clients have access to.
The entire collection is available for hire as well as purchase. Alterations are
also available to ensure a perfect fit and continue the flexible
nature of the service.

For more information or to discuss an
appointment do not hesitate to contact the
team...
info@covet.co.uk
0121 624 2349
Selfridges
4th Floor
Upper Mall East
Birmingham

give in to your vintage desires...

B5 4BP
Or visit

www.covet.co.uk
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GIVE IN TO COVET

Wild Wood Signals The Arrival Of
Spring At Selfridges
Stella McCartney Kids Launches
Exclusively At Selfridges
Selfridges Unveils Project Ocean
Diane Von Furstenberg Launches DVF Home
Collection Exclusively At Selfridges London
Illamasquas SS11 Toxic Nature Colour
Collection Arrives In Store At Selfridges
Discover EveryDayDutch at Selfridges
Puma By Hussein Chalayan Arrives At
Selfridges
Dolly’s Is On It’s Way
Limited Edition Jo Malone Tea
Fragrance Blends Launch At Selfridges
Diors New Lipstick Launches Exclusively At
Selfridges

The anticipation is building, the couture is being hung, and our excitement is about to boil over! Join us as we prepare for the arrival of
a vintage styling experience, Covet, at Selfridges Birmingham.
Located on the 4th floor, Covet provides a discrete service where you are assisted in achieving a look with added nostalgic elements
through bespoke services with the team of experts to compliment your lifestyle and personal taste.
Covet promotes a multi-era experience through the meticulous collection of vintage clothing and accessories which all clients have access
to. The entire collection is available for hire as well as purchase. Alterations are also available to ensure a perfect fit and continue the
flexible nature of the service.
Services include hairstyling, makeup application and lessons in both as well as manicures and pedicures. Covet also exclusively stocks
Bésame vintage inspired cosmetics and Mavala nailcare to add those finishing touches to the perfect look.

Discover Sisleyum Exclusively At
Selfridges
Relax At Hix Restaurant And
Champagne Bar
Clinique Moisture Surge Tinted
Moisturiser Launches Exclusively At
Selfridges
The Kooples Arrives At Selfridges
Discover This Months Beauty Arrivals

And all of this takes place in the comfort of a private dressing room where clients are free to experiment with and explore their personal
style through exquisite vintage fashion and styling.
Give in to your vintage desires as Selfridges welcomes Covet next month.
For an appointment, or more information log on to www.covet.co.uk.
Click here to sign up for our weekly newsletter and stay in the know about everything going on at Selfridges.
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Adore

Vintage
Obsession Du Jour: Covet, Birmingham
MARCH 8TH, 2011

Covet is a new vintage shop – come salon – come styling consultancy,
and my new obsession!
Residing in Selfridges, Birmingham, Covet answers all of your vintage
prayers.
The hand-picked collection of vintage couture dates from 1920 to 1980,
already leaving us spoilt for choice!

Covet also offers an impressive selection of services and lessons in hair,
makeup and manicures to leave you feeling completely pampered.

The vintage fashion knowledge of the team stands out a mile and made
my visit to Covet thoroughly enjoyable, it’s amazing to talk to such
passionate people.
As a vintage lover myself I could have stood for hours chatting about the
clothes.

Covet is a truly wonderful and unique concept for keeping vintage alive!
Infact, they are so wonderful, they are giving Adore Vintage followers
a complimentary glass of champagne on their first visit! Just quote
‘ADORE VINTAGE” upon arrival.
Thank you Covet!
www.covet.co.uk
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27th January 2011

Desiring Covet
Personally, I am in my element when shopping for vintage clothing,
but I can see how difficult it is to start wearing it, with so many
different styles and eras to choose from!
Well, last night I think I found the solution, as I was kindly invited
to Birmingham for the launch party of Covet, a brand new vintage
concession in Selfridges, Birmingham.
Ossie Clark, Christian Dior and Pucci were just a few of the labels
that caught my eye to say the least!

I should probably mention that this is a vintage shop with a
difference…
Covet offer a personal styling service especially for those ladies
who are unsure of where to start when it comes to vintage.
A private appointment with stylist and founder, Claire Robinson,
will open your eyes to the styles, shapes and eras that work for
you, as well as educating you in being able to spot great vintage
garments and coordinate them with your existing wardrobe.
But that’s STILL not all! To add the finishing touches to your look
you can book in for manicures, pedicures, makeup and hairstyling.
I managed to grab an express manicure at the party (in between all
the sipping champagne and shopping I was doing!).
And on that note, I would like to show you my new vintage
trousers, bought at last night’s soiree.

I don’t think I’ve ever had so many people ask me about one piece
of clothing in a singular day, going along the lines of…
X: what are they?
Me: They’re vintage Ralph Lauren!
X: Shut up!/No way!/Whaaaat!
For more information about Covet you can visit www.covet.co.uk,
or better yet, give Claire and her lovely team a visit at their
gorgeous new treasure trove!
Plus, quote ‘STYLE BUBBLE’ upon making your first appointment
or purchase and recieve a complimentary glass of champagne
throughout February!

Style

Bubble
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Vogue
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Bullring

Magazine
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Stylist
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Magazine

Harper’s

Bazaar

THIS

MONTH...

BAZAAR | PROMOTION

Selfridges, Birmingham welcomes
a new and exclusive concept for
vintage fashion
Located on the 4th floor, Covet provides a discrete service where you are assisted
in achieving a look with added nostalgic elements through bespoke services
which compliment your lifestyle and personal taste.
You are not only advised, but educated, to ensure the highest level of satisfaction
and accomplishment, with the help and knowledge of the team of experts.
Services include hairstyling, makeup application and lessons in both as well as
manicures and pedicures. Covet also exclusively stocks Bésame vintage inspired
cosmetics and Mavala nailcare to add those finishing touches to the perfect look.
And all of this takes place in the comfort of a private dressing room where clients
are free to experiment with and explore their personal style through exquisite
vintage fashion and styling.
This combination of expertise and exclusivity, as well as a personable attitude, is
what sets Covet apart.
Covet promotes a multi-era experience through the meticulous collection of
vintage clothing and accessories which all clients have access to.
The entire collection is available for hire as well as purchase. Alterations are also
available to ensure a perfect fit and continue the flexible nature of the service.

READER INVITE
Join Bazaar and the Covet team in-store on Friday 28 January, from 6pm to
10pm to see the exclusive collection and even be selected to take part in service
demonstrations. Drinks and canapes will be served and guests will recieve a
fabulous goodie bag. To apply for tickets log on to www.covet.co.uk and rsvp via
email quoting ‘BAZAAR’ by 21 January*. Entry to the event will be guest-list only
and tickets will be offered on a first come, first served basis.
Halston 1970s maxi dress, £570, gold Versace belt, £160, Chanel cuff, £130, makeup, all Bésame
Note: all clothing is one-of-a-kind and may not be available in-store by date of publication. Please do not
hesitate to enquire about any featured garments or simiilar stock. Please ring 0121 624 2349
or visit www.covet.co.uk

January 2011 | HARPER’S BAZAAR | 59
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Elle

Magazine

AMY AFTER HER COVET MAKEOVER

A VINTAGE BOUTIQUE
WITH A DIFFERENCE
Covet provides a discrete service where
you are assisted in achieving a vintage to
suit your lifestyle and personal taste.
We sent our fashion assistant, Amy Bannerman along to get the
exclusive treatment Covet offer.

COVET’S IMPRESSIVE COLLECTION OF VINTAGE
CLOTHING
MAVALA NAILCARE
(left) AND BESAME
COSMETICS (above)

When I arrived I was greeted by a stunning sales assistant “Mixing eras to suit your own personal style is the best
wearing a gorgeous 1950s day dress, though I was quickly way to give vintage a contemporary twist” says Claire.
distracted by the sheer amount of dazzling vintage garments To add even more choice, the entire collection is available
that surrounded me.
for hire as well as purchase.
I had arrived a little early for my first “Mixing eras to suit
My next appointment was in the salon
appointment with Style Consultant and
where I had my hair and makeup styled.
your own personal A 1960s look was achieved with vintage
company founder, Claire, so I took the
cosmetics range Bésame, while
opportunity to browse.
style is the best way inspired
my long hair was styled into a 1970s boClaire spent over an hour with me
to give vintage a hemian twist.
discussing my current wardrobe and my
A couple of coats of candy-floss pink
personal style before going to find me some
contemporary
twist”
Mavala nail colour added the finishing
vintage outfits to try on while I relaxed in
touches to my Covet make-over.
the parlour with a glass of champagne.
Claire soon returned with a rail of clothing that I could
have sworn were made for me! It was hard to decide on a Covet would like to offer all Elle readers 10% off their first
favourite but I went for a cute 1960s blouse and some 1950s manicure service* throughout March. Just quote ‘ELLE’
high-waisted culottes (which I never would have normally upon registration to qualify for this promotion.
gone for!) accessorised by Claire with some 1940s lace *Subject to availability, Monday-Thursday only.
gloves.
ELLE 130
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Vogue
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Dear Amy,
We hope you are well.
We know how much you love the 1960s so you are going to love what we found on our
latest buying trip!
This yellow party dress is so simple and elegant with the tiny bead detail around the neck
and sleeves. It would go perfectly with the black mary-jane shoes you bought last month.

We also love this lovely Pierre Cardin printed shift dress in your size.

We remembered you were talking about collars when you last visited. When we saw
exquisite beaded collar we thought of you! It is the perfect finishing touch for any outfit to
give it a 1960s look!

If you would like us to reserve any pieces please let us know. Alternatively we would love
to see you so please give us a visit in-store to see the entire collection.
We look forward to seeing you soon.
Warm regards,
Covet
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about

services

the blog

contact
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home

welcome to Covet...
We are an exclusive vintage styling consultancy
in the heart of Birmingham, here to provide you
with a discreet service where we assist you in
achieving your desired look with added nostalgic
elements.
Dedicated to style and your desire for the best,
your personal stylist creates a bespoke service,
custom-designed to meet your every need and
compliment your lifestyle, from the comfort of
your own private dressing room.
We want to share our expertise and knowledge
of vintage fashion and style via our unrivalled
collection of vintage clothing and accessories.
Each piece is meticulously hand picked to ensure
you the most unique selection of exquisitely
rare vintage, all of which is available for hire and
purchase.
Alterations are offered to ensure you get the
perfect fit on your most treasured vintage outfits.

about
16

Our service continues with hairstyling, makeup,
or lessons in both, as well as manicures and
pedicures. Covet has exclusively
collaborated with vintage inspired makeup range
Besame, and nailcare brand Mavala to add the
finishing touches to your perfect vintage look.

...give in to your vintage desires

Style Service

home

Private Appointment

£60-£75

1 hour - 1 hour 30 minutes

Manicures & Pedicures
Express Manicure

£18

15 minutes

Classic Manicure

£25

30 minutes

Luxury Manicure*

£40

45 minutes

*take the polish home

Express Pedicure

£18

15 minutes

Luxury Pedicure*
45 minutes

£40

*take the polish home

Makeup
Makeup Application

£30

30 minutes

Makeup Lesson

£50

1 hour

services

Hairstyling
Express Hair Re-style

£18

15 minutes

Blowdry

£35

45 minutes

Hair Put-up

£50

1 hour

Hairstyling Lesson
1 hour

£50
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home
Full Name
Email
Confirm Email
Your Message

contact
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4th Floor, Selfridges
The Bullring
Upper Mall East
Birmingham
B5 4BP
0121 624 2349

...we look forward to hearing from you

www.covetvintage.blogspot.com
is live so please feel free to read more entries online...
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Please look inside...
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5.45pm

Start music
Pour Champagne

6.00pm

Party begins
Champagne reception
Cocktails and canapés served

6.30pm

Vintage inspired hairstyling demonstrations

7.00pm

Any questions?

7.30pm

Vintage fashion talk

8.00pm

Any questions?

8.30pm

Vintage inspired makeup application demonstrations

9.00pm

Any questions

10.00pm

Party ends

Demonstrations and talks are staged throughout the evening to exhibit the expertise
and services available at Covet.
This involves hairstyling and makeup demonstrations, producing a full makeover to
showcase the skills of the team.
A vintage fashion talk focuses on styles of individual eras, incorporating vintage
elements into a contemporary wardrobe, and how to spot superior vintage garments
whilst shopping.
These are optional to observe as other attractions will be available throughout the
event.
Express services such as manicures, pedicures, hairstyling and makeup application are
available on a first come, first served basis.
The entire collection of vintage clothing and accessories is available for purchase, hire
and to try on throughout the event, with staff on hand to answer questions and talk
with guests about vintage fahsion and the services on offer.
Food and drink courtesy of Selfridges Foodhall.

Party

Schedule
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Party
Express
services

Salon

Floorplan

Food and
drink served

Style
Service

Hair and makeup
demonstrations

Fitting
Rooms
Vintage
fashion talk

Boutique

Champagne
reception
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C’est la Vie

Bloom gin, fresh strawberries, lemon
juice, topped up with Mercier
champagne

Black Forest Gateau

Hennessy VS, Belgian After, cherry
brandy, Chambord and double cream

Secret Kiss

Bloom gin, Cointreau, Absinthe,
Peychaud bitters, fresh orange juice and
gomme

Raspberry Collins

Raspberry Absolut vodka, fresh lemon
juice, raspberry puree, topped up with
soda water

Honey Sours

Grey Goose vodka, Drambuie, honey
and lemon juice

Canapés
Smoked salmon and caviar blinis with horseradish crème fraiche
Marinated boconcini wrapped in parma ham
Brie and cranberry croque monsieur
Tomato tarte tatin
Rose and pomegranate macaroons
Belgian chocolate cups filled with vanilla ice cream
Sicilian lemon meringue tartlets

Canapés

&

Cocktails
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give in to your vintage desires...

give in to your vintage desires...

